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TIM “THE MARKET TIMER” TAYLOR 

 

Investing in equities involves risk, but risk is subjective and fluid. Common textbooks will 

dictate investment allocations to different asset classes (the mix between stocks, bonds, real 

estate, cash, etc.) based on simple inputs such as an investor’s age, income, and current 

feelings on risk, and then ascribe a static strategic investment allocation. An allocation is 

commonly presented as a pie chart for the percentage weighting to each asset class. 

Seldom do these books beckon an investor back to evaluate macro-economic or life events 

to tactically adjust the weightings to asset classes over time. It is far more important to have 

a core plan in place – coupled with methods for adjustments to evolve with your specific 

needs and goals – than to base decisions on snap reactions created by the news cycle – see 

our SOUND NOTES for our team’s historical accounts on investing during “events.” 

Mixing fixed income – or bonds – into a portfolio can commonly add ballast to an investor’s 

portfolio value swings. Traditionally (like a see-saw), the prices of bonds appreciate when 

stocks decline, and visa-versa. Furthermore, bond prices decline when interest rates increase, 

and visa-versa. With all of this being said, the Standard & Poors (S&P) 500 (the ‘market’) is 

statistically positive 76% of the time over 88 years, and has averaged high single digit returns 

(Source: Davis Advisors). Equities, inherently, have more volatility (the ups and downs) – which 

can be perceived as “risk,” but with calculated risk comes potential for positive return in the 

long-run.  The market will statistically decline 5% 3.3 times per year, 10%-20% about every 13 

months, and more than 20% every 3 years or so (not linear) (Source: MorningStar Research, 

weighted), all while averaging high single digit returns over market cycles. This data can be 

accepted as statistical truth, but in contentious markets investors tend to panic and forget 

about the statistics in an effort to prevent short-term losses (risk-aversion); the investor  



  commonly falls  victim to the availability heuristic bias – where the recent information is 

perceived as the only relevant information to use when making a decision. This Education for 

a Lifetime piece will focus on how investors focus on what the herd is doing, rather than 

fixing their gaze to the long-term – all while considering the effect of time in investment 

cycles. The information will demonstrate that TIME (NOT Timing) becomes one of the most 

important factors when evaluating risk – your most important asset is time, and over time the 

short-term gyrations become less noticeable, and the compounding effect becomes more 

salient; as we get older time becomes more valuable. 

Chart 1, with analysis by Benartzi & Thaler demonstrates investor myopia when making 

investment decisions from data over time. An investor shown the returns of stocks and bonds 

over a one-year period tend to allocate 40% to stocks and 60% to bonds – viewing the short-

term gyrations of stocks as too risky to subject the majority of their money. However, when 

presented with the returns over a thirty-year period, investors appropriated 90% to stocks and 

10% to bonds; the shorter-term ‘pops and drops’ become less evident, and the long-term 

compounding effect of equities in an allocation become more apparent.   

 

 

 

 

“Compound interest is the eighth wonder of the world. He who understands it, earns it … he 

who doesn’t … pays it.” – Albert Einstein 

 

CHART 1 



  Chart 1 illuminates how investors react to short-term information – which is further highlighted 

in what is called the Dunning-Kruger Effect. One of our favorite behavioral writers, David 

McRaney, describes this effect as: “MISCONCEPTION:  You can predict how well you would 

perform in any situation; TRUTH: You are generally pretty bad at estimating your competence 

and the difficulty of complex tasks.” Armed with full financial data and planning – not the two 

minute commentary on the news that may sound smart at the time, but is likely out of context 

for an investor with long-term goals – investors are able to quiet the noise, gain perspective, 

and make rational decisions for their long-term goals.  

If we break up the past 90 years into 3 thirty-year periods going back to 1926 (then the Poors 

Composite Index), we find a consistent mean and median of returns. We have cited this data 

in a previous SOUND Note, but to reiterate, please reference Chart 2. 

 

 

 

Chart 2, with research from Carlson, shows the rolling 30-year returns going back to 1926 – 

meaning starting any day over the past 90 years then moving forward 30 years for an 

annualized return. You will note that the most dramatic drop (1929-1930) – investing at the 

worst time – still provided an 8% annualized return over the next 30 years. You can also see 

CHART 2 



  that the mean return is around 10%, and there is not much deviation (about 5%) from this 

mean over the 90 years. Almost poetically, the worse the period, the better return is in the 

future. Carlson broke this analysis into three periods: 1926-1956 which consisted of the Great 

Depression, World War II, the Korean War, and 4 recessions; 1956-1986 contained the Civil 

Rights Movement, the Vietnam War, JFK assassination, an OPEC embargo, double-digit 

inflation, and 6 recessions; and 1986-2016 covered “Black Monday” of 1987, the Savings & 

Loan crisis, Desert Storm, September 11, and 3 recessions. The 30 year annualized returns for 

these periods are as follows: 

  1926 – 1956: +10.77% 

1956 – 1986: +9.63% 

1986 – 2016: +9.99% 
 

When we analyze Chart 2 we gain the perspective of what time and compounding can do. 

With all of the negative events that have happened in the past, the “in-the-moment” felt like 

bad timing to be an investor, but from the more rational perspective – they were the best 

times to be an investor – they provided buying opportunities at better prices than when 

everything was ebullient. 
 

To expand on this data, we at SOUND Wealth Management Group wanted to analyze really 

bad timing. Coupled with Carlson’s analysis, we pursued to delineate returns while taking 

long-term horizons into account; the ups and downs of the equity market have led many to 

make irrational decisions at the most inopportune times. With the previous information as a 

backdrop, we hope this analysis will provide the wisdom akin to Wilson W. Wilson Jr. Ph.D. 

Let’s take a look at Tim “the market timer” Taylor: 

 

Tim and his brother, Jeff Taylor, are as identical as can be: 60 years of age, same 

educational background, family dynamics, and started investing when they entered the 

work force at 18 (1974), except for their investment path... 

Both Tim and Jeff invested $10,000.00 in 1974 (in 1974 dollars). **DATA SOURCES: Market 

returns: Bloomberg & Stern at NYU; Inflation as reported by Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

(FRED). Please use Figures 3, 4, and 5 to follow the presentation. 
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Figures 3 & 4: The first column is the year; any row 

colored GREEN denotes the year of an investment. 

The next column represents the dollar amount of the 

portfolio at the beginning of the calendar year (in 

Tim’s scenario [Figure 4] it is adjusted for deposits). The 

third column illustrates the peak-to-trough drop for the 

given calendar year. The fourth column will delineate 

the calendar return for the given year (with 

dividends). Figure 4 shows the intra-year high date. 

Figure 5:  Indicates the reported inflation rate for the 

year (the average is 3.9% inflation rate) and 

equivalent of $10,000 in the respective year’s inflation 

adjusted dollars from 1974 – as reported by the United 

States Federal Reserve. 

 

Figure 5 

 



  To illustrate timing, they both invested $10,000 (in 1974 dollars) on January 3, 1974 – the peak 

day before the market began to drop 37.60%; the calendar 1974 return was negative 25.90% 

(with dividends), but they had bought at the high. Jeff decided not to make any changes, 

and allowed his monies to stay in the S&P500 for the next 42 years and reinvested any 

dividends. At the end of 2015, Jeff has $607,026.00 in today’s dollars – after all of the ups and 

downs of the ‘market’ (including all of the aforementioned events in the 1956-1986 and 1986-

2016 periods)[Figure 3].  

Where Tim diverged from his brother, is that he imperfectly timed the market and continued 

to invest every decade. Tim Invested his $10,000 on January 3, 1974, watched the ‘market’ 

continue to drop the day after he put his money in, set the dividends to reinvest, and left his 

investments alone. He continued working and saving cash on the side, and on August 25, 

1987 he added $23,042.05 to his ‘market’ portfolio ($23,042.05 is the equivalent of $10,000 in 

1974 – adjusted for inflation – he effectively added $10,000 - the same amount to his portfolio. 

See Figure 5 for the FRED inflation adjusted 1974 dollars). August 25, 1987 was the peak for the 

1987 year, and the market declined 33.51% to the bottom; 1987 ended the year with a  

positive 5.81% calendar return (with dividends). Tim shrugged his shoulders, allowed his 

dividends to reinvest, and kept working and saving cash for his next ill-timed investment entry 

point; like Ron Popeil told him: “set it and forget it.” 

To make this more egregious, there were no major peak-to-trough declines in the 1990’s, so 

we will pull the 2000’s into the 1990’s and go to 2002. On January 4, 2002 Tim invested 

$36,502.38 (again, the equivalent of $10,000 1974 dollars; adjusted for inflation). January 4th 

was the peak of the year, and Tim watched the market decline 33.75% to the bottom; the 

calendar year return was negative 21.97% with dividends. Addled as he was, Tim left his 

investments alone, reinvested the dividends, continued to work, and saved cash for his next 

foray into the equity market. For this illustration we found 2008 to be the worst peak-to-trough 

entry point, and Tim invested $43,667.45 (equivalent of $10,000 in 1974 dollars) into the market 

on December 31, 2007 to start the 2008 year. 2008 dropped 48.76% (peak-to-trough), and 

ended the calendar year down 36.55%. 

This brings us to the end of 2015 when Tim and Jeff reached 60 years of age. As they open 

their statements to evaluate their retirement lifestyle, they received very different data. 

Remember: Jeff invested only once in his life and Tim only invested four times. We know Jeff 

has $607,026.00; Tim has $1,133,098.57 – a very respectable amount of money for only 

investing four times at indubitably the worst times possible [Figure 4].  

 



  

The longer-term data from Benartzi, Carlson, SWMG, and others demonstrates that a longer 

term perspective will alleviate the common pitfalls of emotional investing. Having a formal 

financial plan in place – which SOUND Wealth Management Group will be happy to 

prepare and analyze – will assist in navigating you and your family to your financial goals in 

a suitable and sound manner.  

Back to our proposition of perspective, we will close with a conversation between Tim and 

Wilson W. Wilson Jr.: 

Tim Taylor: “What’re you doin’?” 

Wilson: “Just carving out a canoe, Tim.” 

Tim Taylor: “…Sounds hard.” 

Wilson: “Not really, Tim – you just take a big block of wood, and chip away everything that’s 

not a canoe.” 

Establish a plan, and start working on your canoe. 

Please feel free to contact us to discuss. 

Regards, 

SOUND Wealth Management Group 

 

 

 

3801 PGA Blvd., Suite 910 
Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33410 

561.293.3500 
www.soundwealthmanagementgroup.com 

 
Raymond James & Associates, Inc. member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC 

 



  

Scenarios described are hypothetical and provided for illustrative purposes only. This hypothetical example does not 

represent real returns of an actual investor or investment. Actual investor results will vary. Past performance does not 

guarantee future results. Diversification and strategic asset allocation do not ensure a profit or protect against loss. Holding 

stocks for the long-term does not insure a profitable outcome. Investing in stocks always involves risk, including the possibility 

of losing one’s entire investment. 

This information contains forward-looking statements about various economic trends and strategies. You are cautioned that 

such forward-looking statements are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and actual 

results could be materially different. There are no guarantees associated with any forecast and the opinions stated here are 

subject to change at any time and are the opinion of the individual strategist. Data is taken from sources generally 

believed to be reliable but no guarantee is given to its accuracy. 

Views expressed are the current opinion of the author, but not necessarily those of Raymond James & Associates. The 

author’s opinions are subject to change without notice. Information contained in this report was received from sources 

believed to be reliable, but accuracy is not guaranteed. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Investing 

always involves risk and you may incur a profit or loss. No investment strategy can guarantee success. Any information is not 

a complete summary or statement of all available data necessary for making an investment decision and does not 

constitute an offer to sell. Dividends are not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 

The S&P 500 is an unmanaged index of 500 widely held stocks that are generally considered representative of the U.S. stock 

market. Inclusion of this index is for illustrative purposes only. Keep in mind that individuals cannot invest directly in any index, 

and index performance does not include cost or other fees, which will affect the actual investment performance. Individual 

investor results will vary. 

 



 

 
  

 
  

 

     

 

 

 

 

   


